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Did You Know?

— While many write off the
Pokémon TCG as simply a child’s
game, the value of the rarest
Pokémon cards surpass $100,000.

— Each time Pac-Man eats a dot,
he freezes for 1/60th of a second.
This slows him down just enough
for a ghost to catch up even if they
are both traveling along a straight
path.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Physical Address

A&H Games - Monroe
2221 Louisville Avenue
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

Phone

318-353-7500

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

monroe.a-h.games

Other

facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe

discord.gg/nNZuhr5

instagram.com/ahgamesmonroe

A Brief Overview of this Newsletter

In this newsletter, we provide some information on the ‘history’ of A&H Games.
Our entire March event schedule is listed with special events highlighted
with brief descriptions. We discuss the events from the previous month, and
include small articles summarizing the many miscellaneous happenings at the
shop. We also discuss plans we have for the future and products which will be
releasing soon.

We stay very busy at A&H Games, and you may be surprised to learn how
much happens here!

Where Did ‘A&H’ Come From?

“The party had set up in a little outpost on the edge of the wild. The town was really no
more than a checkpoint fort for goods coming in off the transoceanic shipping lanes. As
all new dungeon masters are want to do, there was a tavern in this town. While stopping
in and getting the lay of the land, the party was approached by two men, a human and
a dwarf. They introduced themselves as Alvar and Hurrik, respectively, and they were
seeking investors for a new (and eponymous) shipping company. After agonizing a bit, a
few of the party members decided to invest their hard-rolled gold in these two persuasive
strangers.

As parties do, the adventure quickly went to pot. By the time they made it back to
town, A&H had left (as discussed) for the southern (and more prosperous) regions of
the kingdom to drum up some more business. Alas, due to unfortunate circumstances
including the collapse of a fragile new empire and the near-complete destruction of the
capital, the party missed their rendezvous in lieu of escaping the carnage of their no doubt
well-intended intervention into kingdom politics.

It’s unknown if Alvar and Hurrik escaped the madness that surely followed the power
vacuum; the party will never know if they were the Next Big Thing or simply two well
dressed charlatans in a checkpoint backwater.”

Our Ruston location a few months
after opening.

The above quotes the original DM for the
D&D campaign where Alvar and Hurrik’s
originated. The campaign started off with
a small group of Louisiana Tech students
in 2016. Eventually, as the group of D&D
players grew, their hobbies expanded to
playing Magic the Gathering and board
games — the need for a dedicated play space
became apparent.

Most of the players from the original D&D
session, as well as a few others, banded
together and rented a small storefront in
downtown Ruston. The group decided to
continue with the moniker of Alvar and Hurrik’s (now shortened to A&H
Games for brevity’s sake).

Next time you are playing a homebrew session with your friends, make sure to
pick names wisely, they may just end up lasting a bit longer than you’d think.

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://www.facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe
http://discord.gg/nNZuhr5
https://www.instagram.com/ahgamesmonroe/


Upcoming Events

Our event calendar is subject to change with additional events as the month
progresses. Detailed info for each of the following events can be found on the
event calendar of our website: monroe.a-h.games

Magic the Gathering

Our Friday Night Magic Schedule is as follows:

• 03/06/20 Theros: Beyond Death - Draft
• 03/13/20 Pioneer
• 03/20/20 Standard/Legacy
• 03/27/20 Pioneer

We are still trying out many casual and competitive events to determine which
formats are most enjoyable for our community. There are a few MTG events
happening this month which deserve a special note here.

Pioneer Planechase: So far, the Pioneer format has been an enjoyable format
for most who have tried it out in the shop. This month we’re going to introduce
a bit of chaos to the format as we planeswalk through MTG’s multiverse. This
will be a free casual event perfect for those who have never experienced a
planechase. If anyone has a planar deck they’re willing to use at the event,
that would be awesome!

Commander Shenanigans: This month we will try out a special shop variant
of EDH where only monocolored commanders are allowed, but each have
“partner." (You can have two commanders if both have partner.) There’s a lot
of shenanigans to be created by such a format, so we have titled our event
accordingly. We’re hoping to see some great combos we wouldn’t normally
see in commander!

CEDH Tournament: March will provide an opportunity for our most
competitive EDH decks to see play. With a $20 buy-in, we’ve raised the stakes,
and we hope to see plenty of commanders battling it out.

Flesh and Blood

The Flesh and Blood TCG is still gaining
traction, and we are here to support it as
much as possible. Legend Story Studios,
the F&B developers, have now caught the
eyes of major U.S. distributors; this likely
means we will begin hearing more about
the game nationwide.

Flesh and Blood’s next set, Arcane Rising,
is set to release on Friday, March 27th.
Legend Story Studios limited prerelease
events to the first 250 shops globally who
signed up. A&H Games - Monroe was in
the first 50 shops to sign up, so come check
out the newest set on Saturday, March
21st!

We will have one last welcome event using
our free Welcome to Rathe decks. If you’re
interested in learning this game, but you
don’t know where to start, then find us
on Friday, March 20th before our FNM to
receive a free F&B deck and learn to play!

Events
1. All Monday Nights are

dedicated to Monday Night
Modern

2. All Tuesday Nights are
dedicated to Board Games

3. All Wednesday Nights are
dedicated to D&D

4. 03/06/20
OTS Tournament

5. 03/06/20
Theros: Beyond Death
Draft

6. 03/07/20 HeroClix:
Dave’s Last Battle

7. 03/10/20
Board Game Demo
Unmatched: Battle of
Legends, Volume 1

8. 03/12/20
Pioneer Planechase

9. 03/13/20
OTS Tournament

10. 03/13/20 Pioneer FNM
11. 03/19/20

Commander Shenanigans
(Special A&H Format)

12. 03/20/20
Flesh and Blood:
Welcome Deck Event

13. 03/20/20
Standard/Legacy FNM

14. 03/21/20 Classic
Pokémon Tournament

15. 03/21/20
Flesh and Blood:
Arcane Rising Prerelease

16. 03/21/20
Warhammer 40,000:
(2v2) Tournament begins

17. 03/24/20
Board Game Demo
Unmatched: Robin Hood vs
Bigfoot

18. 03/26/20
CEDH Tournament

19. 03/27/20 Pioneer FNM
20. 03/28/29

Pokèmon League Challenge
21. 03/28/20

Pokèmon GO Raid
22. 03/28/20

Warhammer 40,000:
(2v2) Tournament ends

https://monroe.a-h.games/


Warhammer

March will see more heated battles as we begin another
Warhammer 40,000 tournament. Beginning on Saturday,
March 21st, and ending on the following weekend (March
28th), we’ll be hosting a tournament far different from
our previous wargaming competitions . Players will team
up! This 2 vs 2 tournament will be a ladder-style Swiss
tournament with members of our Warhammer community
pairing up and trying to outmatch their opponents. These
matches will be excellent exhibitions of the work our guys
put into their miniatures and games!

Yu-Gi-Oh!

The fun continues this month with more Yu-Gi-Oh! events aimed to boost our reach
to the surrounding community and show off our coveted OTS status. An early April
banlist announcement has many people excitedly coming back to the TCG, so we
expect our current crowd to continue growing!

We are looking into the possibility of hosting regional scale Yu-Gi-Oh! events in the
future.

Board Games

Our local Envoy Herald, Gary Kaufman, will be back again to showcase one of the hottest new miniature board games
in the market today. “Unmatched” is a miniature fighting game that allows you to fight heroes of all types. When
we say all types, we meant it! Can you imagine a fight between King Arthur and Alice (you know — the one from
Wonderland), or Bruce Lee and Buffy the Vampire Slayer? Unmatched can!

Gary will host two separated Unmatched events. On
Tuesday, March 10th, he will start us off with “Unmatched:
Battle of Legends, Volume 1” where we will experience
uniquely bizarre fights between King Arthur aided by Merlin,
Medusa with her harpies, Alice with the Jabberwock, and
Sinbad (the sailor, not the comedian). Gary will return
two weeks later on the 24th to let us battle Robin Hood
and Bigfoot! If you like miniatures games, you will not
want to miss this. Keep your eyes on our board game
shelves; we will soon have a Jurassic Park edition of
Unmatched!

HeroClix

Anyone who has played HeroClix at the shop has met Dave Wilde. He has been a leading
member of the community long before A&H games opened. Dave has played HeroClix
since it came out in 2002, and has spent the past 5-6 years playing here in Louisiana. Dave
will soon be moving to Oshkosh, Wisconsin where he looks forward to joining the Clix
community there and continuing the creation of his line of unique coloring books. (Find
these on Facebook: @WildeColoring)

The HeroClix community will be giving Dave a proper send off via one last battle! Join us
Saturday, March 7th at 1:30 as we say bye to Dave with this 600 point HeroClix challenge.



Pokémon

We have a variety of interesting Pokémon events occurring in the month of
March. Our Pokémon League Challenge and our Pokémon GO Raid will occur
very close to one another on the last Saturday of the month. Outside of these
larger events, we have our normal free-to-play Saturday morningn and our $5
tournaments happening on a rotating schedule. We will be trying something
new at the shop on Saturday, March 21st!

Classic Pokémon Tournament: It’s time to dust off those old Base Set cards and
bring life to the first generation of cards again! Due to popular demand, we
will be hosting a tournament in which all WOTC cards printed prior to the
Neo Genesis set are legal to play! Base Set, Jungle, Fossil, Base Set 2, Team
Rocket, Gym Heroes, Gym Challenge, and WOTC Black Star Promos 1-24 will
all be allowed. If you were wondering: yes, you get a bonus from your birthday
Pikachu if the 21st happens to be your birthday.

We will use the original rules for the TCG with a few modern additions to keep
the game as balanced as possible. Check out the event listing on our website for
more information. If this event is a hit, we may host more classic events in the
future!

ADVENTURERS WANTED
We are still looking for Dungeon Masters will to host shop campaigns. If you are interested,
please reach out. We will definitely make it worth your time! We have had many reach out
to us asking about shop campaigns, and we would love to make this a reality.

Additionally, we’ve had a low response rate to the emails we sent to all parties who had
listed their contact information on our bulletin board. This is a great indicator that our
communication needs to shift to an online platform. We intend to create social media groups
in the near future to help gather interested individuals in order to help facilitate a broader
communication for D&D campaigns and meeting times.

If you or someone you know is interested in becoming an A&H Dungeon Master, send an
email to stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

We have plenty of starter sets, miniatures, dice, and alternative RPGs for anyone interesting in beginning the hobby.



Highlights

Konami OTS Update

We did it! OTS packs are now being passed out to each entrant at our regularly scheduled
Yu-Gi-Oh! OTS tournaments! We’re very thankful for those in the Yu-Gi-Oh! community
who stuck it out with us as we waited to obtain these valuable packs!

OTS Tournament Packs are non-retail items (we can’t sell them) and are exclusively
provided to Konami approved Official Tournament Stores (OTS). OTS Packs are one of
the only ways to receive Ultimate Rare cards! These are highly sought TCG packs, and
we are very pleased to now be able to pass these on to our customers.

Painting and Modeling 101

A freshly painted Stormcast Eternal
from our event. Credit for the photo
goes to Ariel Elizabeth.

One of our favorite events for the month of February was our Painting and
Modeling 101 seminar where we provided paint and supplies free of charge to
all attendees, and our very own Cliff Anstead went through the basics of putting
models together and how to achieve desired effects from miniature painting.

We have many unpainted miniatures in the shop, and many customers who
love collecting such miniatures, but sometimes actually painting them seems too
daunting a task. We believe that those in attendance greatly benefited from the
information given.

We’ve received an abundance of positive messages following this event, and we
will certainly be hosting more painting seminars in the future. If you have a
question about miniature painting, make sure to contact us!

Online Singles
At 5000+ singles, we have hit a huge milestone for the number of singles
listed on our website. Due to this, we have customers from all over the
country using our little Monroe shop to help build their various decks.

This is has been a huge ongoing task, but our A&H staff rocks! Check out
our online collection; you may be surprised by what you find.

Team APS

Team APS is our local group of Yu-Gi-Oh/YouTube celebrities. These
guys produce a lot of high quality content, and they have been giving
us a shout out in their videos over the past few months. If you’ve
seen the giant “Dark Magician” in the shop, you should know that
this was a gift from Team APS!

In their “Larry in the Hole" video series, Team APS’s luckiest pack
opener, Larry, is challenged to spend $40 at a time on sealed Yu-Gi-
Oh! product and attempt to pull cards with a total value greater than
what he has spent. In the latest episode, Larry finds himself at A&H
Games!

Even if Yu-Gi-Oh! isn’t your preferred hobby you will still enjoy the interactions between Team APS members, the
history of the TCG they give during their videos, and watching Larry test his luck with sealed product off of our
shelves!

Spread the love, and give Team APS a follow on one of the following:

facebook.com/teamaps/

instagram.com/teamxaps/

twitter.com/TeamAPS

https://www.facebook.com/teamaps/
https://www.instagram.com/teamxaps/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/TeamAPS


Video Game Promotion

We ran a promotion to bring in more video games by offering super discounts that were based on the values of
individual games brought in to us. In many cases, we had customers receiving 40% off of board games!

This promotion helped fill our video game shelves, and it appeared to be well received by those who were able to turn
old games into new games. We will definitely be doing this again in the very near future! Watch our Discord and
Facebook for the announcement. You may be able to turn your old items into new fun experiences.

Flesh and Blood Armory Events

We held our first Flesh and Blood Constructed Tournament, and
we had an excellent turnout! We had attendants from out of town
showing up just to play the new hotness that is Flesh and Blood.
Congratulations to James Granade for winning our first tournament
and receiving an “Anothos” cold foil promo as his trophy!

On the last day of February, we hosted our first Flesh and Blood
sealed event where each player crafted 30-card decks from sealed
packs and then fought it out. Congratulations to Griffin Schlamp for
winning our sealed event!

We’re hoping to see more high attendance Flesh and Blood events
as the meta develops and more people learn about the game. It’s
possible that we’re witnessing the very beginnings of the next big
TCG.

Don’t miss out on our welcome event and prerelease if you’d like to be a part of this exciting new game.

Age of Sigmar League

Utilizing hand-assembled and painted miniatures, our wargaming community declared
war among each other in a four-week long, points driven, ferocious melee. The
competitors assembled lists of models each with combined point values of 1000 or
less, and then waged tactical combat against each other on “realms of battle” that
shifted and changed each week. One week, on the Realm of Chamon, the trees are
made of metal and mages can channel their inner metallurgy, whereas another week
competitors may find themselves on the Realm of Aqshy where they are subjected to
sulfurous gases and igniting brimstone.

As the month drew to a close, it was a savage race between the Skaventide, an army of ratmen, war machines,
and abominations piloted by Greg Hill, and the Disciples of Tzeentch, a mob of unruly spellcasters and summoned
daemons, run by Kevin Harris. The battles were brutal, and to the victor goes the spoils! Congratulations to Greg Hill
for winning our Age of Sigmar League!



Planeswalker Tournament

In an effort to bring new players to the game, we hosted a
Planeswalker Deck Tournament. This was an anonymous
suggestion from one of our customers, so thanks to
whomever suggested this!

The “ticket” for the event was the purchase of one of our
Theros, Beyond Death Planeswalker Decks. Attendees
had two options: Elspeth, Undaunted Hero or Ashiok,
Sculptor of Fears. We had many participants who were
new to the game, and there were many questions asked
during the tournament, but overall the Planeswalker
Deck Tournament was a big hit and will likely become
a regular occurrence as new sets release. If you have a
friend who is new to MTG or would like to learn, send
them our way when the next set releases!

Since there was no prize pool for this event, prizing was
limited with the top Ashiok and Elspeth players each
receiving a pack of Theros, Beyond Death and the top
four players receiving card sleeves. Congratulations to
Joel Porter who is new to the game and went undefeated
in the tournament!

Pokémon GO Raid

In December of 2019, A&H Games - Monroe became a gym for the
popular mobile game Pokémon GO. Since partnering with Niantic,
we have scheduled two Pokémon GO Raids. Our January raid saw a
Heatran rest atop the shop, and February found us battling an Armored
Mewtwo.

It turns out that Ouachita Parish has a very active and dedicated
Pokémon GO group who have met at our shop for each raid. The
popularity of our first raid generated an EX Raid where members of the
community were able to battle and capture a Regigigas. We’re hoping
our February 29th raid will also generate an EX Raid.

Our next Pokémon GO Raid will occur on the last Saturday of March.
Mark your calendars and join the excitement! To better coordinate
you Pokémon hunting, join the Ouachita Parish Pokémon GO Discord:
discord.gg/zqeYBCB

https://discord.gg/zqeYBCB


Looking to the Future

Online Presence

As A&H continues to grow, our inventory for card singles and video games
is slowly building up. This is causing us to the catch the attention of many
online shoppers looking for a deal. We will continue to grow our product
base, and we hope to begin producing digital content in the very near future.
We have eyes on April to begin showcasing what goes on behind the scenes
at A&H Games! How to play videos, instructional videos for electronics, and
TCG box openings are all being discussed as possible candidates for our first
videos! If you’re interested in being part of a board game instructional video,
let us know!

Upcoming Products

WizKids Miniatures

Toward the end of March, WizKids will be releasing their next
wave of Nolzur’s Marvelous Unpainted Miniatures and Deep Cuts
Unpainted Miniatures. We’ve had this wave preordered for awhile
now, and we’re excited to fill our miniature section with new models!

Pictured from left to right are the Young Red Dragon, Harpy, and
Arakocra releasing in wave 11.

Ultra Pro - Pokémon Accessories

Also releasing at the end of March, we will see classic Pocket Monster
artwork on deck boxes, sleeves, and card portfolios. These new
products will feature some of the original artwork for Squirtle,
Charizard, and none for Bulbasaur or Venusaur in an obvious snub
towards the superior member of the original starter evolutionary
line. We encourage strongly worded letters towards Ultra Pro to
ask them to reconsider, but in the meantime we will be happy with
what we are getting.

Yu-Gi-Oh! - Duel Overload

In what is anticipated to be one of the best released Yu-Gi-Oh! products of the
year, duelists will receive a huge collection of brand new Link-Monsters as well
as some powerful cards returning from older sets. The complete Duel Overload
set contains 100 cards.

Each Duel Overload box comes with:

• 6 Duel Overload booster packs, each with 5 Ultra Rare cards per pack
• 1 of 6 special oversized collectible cards

Our supply will be limited, so keep your ears to the ground for this product.

The Elder Scrolls: Call to Arms

From Mōdiphiüs: “Featuring high quality 32mm multi-part hard plastic or resin figures (each
with its own unique custom base), the skirmish system sees fan favorite heroes like Hadvar, Ralof,
Yrsarald Thrice-Pierced, Marcurio, Mjoll the Lioness, Ulfric Stormcloak, Galmar Stone-Fist, General
Tullius, and Lydia. The player’s heroes lead groups of followers on adverntures inside Dwemer
Ruins, Draugr-infested Nord Tombs, and through the frozen wilderness!"

It’s Tamriel on a table! Have you ever had an argument over whether or not Skyrim belongs to
the Nords? Let your miniatures rehash that one before you take an arrow to the knee.

Elder Scrolls: Call to Arms still does not have a definite release date, but is stated to release in
March.



Mystery Boosters

Magic the Gathering will be trying something new this month with the release of the
Mystery Booster set which will contain almost 1700 cards. This set appears to be ideal
for drafting. Try it out while supplies last! The Mystery Booster set releases on March
13th.

The Explorer’s Guide to Wildemount

The success of Critical Role, led by voice actor Matthew Mercer, encouraged
Wizards of the Coast to make some of Critical Role’s lore and stories to be
official canon! Releasing on March 17th, adventurers will be able to begin
a campaign in any of Wildemount’s various regions.

“I’ve done my very best to make it a dynamic, breathing world full of
deep lore, detailed factions and societies, a sprawling gazetteer, heaps of
plot hooks, and numerous mechanical options/items/monsters to perhaps
introduce into your own sessions, or draw inspiration from to cobble
together your own variations." - Matthew Mercer

This book’s contents include the following:

• An expansive Wildemount gazetteer.
• Descriptions of the major factions of Wildemount.
• Player options that include new subclasses, new spells, and a tool to

help players deeply integrate their characters into the setting.
• New magic items, including weapons that become more powerful to

match their wielders.
• New creatures native to Wildemount.
• Four introductory adventures — one for each unique region of

Wildemount.

We’re always looking to bring older sets on our shelves to provide a greater variety of MTG products.


